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Examples of extended arithmetics include 
range, polynomial, dimensional. extended 
precision and fault tolerant arithmetic, 
and arithmetic on distributions of random 
variables. APLZ’s defined operators and 
general arrays enable the programmer to 
easily define such extensions. In this 
paper we will discuss some extended arith- 
metics and a prototype of arithmetic on 
statistical distributions that we have 
implemented in APL2 Cl]. In this 
prototype, distributions take the place of 
numbers and the ordinary arithmetic scalar 
functions are replaced by derived func- 
tions that take distributions as arguments 
and return distributions as results. For 
ordinary addition, the natural derived 
function is convolution. Design issues 
and application examples are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

A major theme in the development of math- 
ematics is the generalization of the con- 
cept of number and of operations defined 
on numbers. For example the conceFL,yf 
number came to embrace rationals, 
zero, negatives, polynomials, imaginarihs, 
vectors, quaternions, and matrices. 
Iverson’s development of APL was very much 
in this tradition when it extended ordi- 
nary arithmetic and many other 
mathematical operations to the domain of 
arrays. The extension of functions and 
operators to nested arrays in APL2 contin- 
ues this process. Furthermore, APLZ’s 
defined operators and nested arrays are 
generalizations that make it possible for 
the programmer to easily define further 
extensions. 

EXTENDED ARITHMETICS 

We will begin with a brief discussion of 
some of the simpler examples of extended 
arithmetics including arithmetic on 
rationals, ranges, polynomials, extended 
precision numbers, dimensional quantities 
and a fault tolerant arithmetic. 

For rational arithmetic, we represent a 
number by an ordered pair: the numerator 
and denominator in lowest terms. We can 
then extend scalar operations so as to 
always yield exact rational results. For 
example: 

Cl 33 + Cl 21 yields 15 61 

Or more conventionally, 

l/3 + l/2 yields 5/6 
Rational arithmetic eliminates the inaccu- 
racies of representing rational5 as binary 
fractions in hardware. 

In range arithmetic, we represent a number 
by an ordered pair representing the rn;:;- 
mum and minimum values it can take. 
lar operations are extended to yield range 
results. For example: 

C.9 1.11 - E.9 1.11 yields c-.2 -2) 

Range arithmetic can be used to assess the 
accuracy of numerical algorithms. 

In polynomial arithmetic a number is 
represented by a vector of real (or com- 
plex) numbers representing the coeffi- 
cients of a polynomial. Scalar operations 
are extended to yield polynomial results. 
For example: 

El 2 3) x Cl 2) yields {l 4 7 6) 

Or more conventionally, 

Cl + 2xX + 3xX*2) x (1 + 2xX1 

yields 

1 + 4xX + 7xX*2 + 6xX*3 

Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted 
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publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by 
permission of The British Informatics Society Limited. To copy 
otherwise, or to republish requires specific permission. 

Extended precision arithmetic is polynomi- 
al arithmetic with the constraint that 
coefficients cannot exceed the largest 
integer representable by the primitive 
facilities of the language or hardware, 
When an excessively large coefficient IS 
computed a wcarry”~operation occurs. This 

;eaer arithmetic on very large 
his representation is used in 
for large primes as well as in 
or decryption algorithms. 

i onal arithmetic, each number is 
with a unit or unit expression. 
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For example: 

{5 inches} x {24 set/cm} yields 1304.8 set} 
15 inches) + Cl.29 hours} yields an error. 

Dimensional arithmetic can be viewed as a 
very strongly typed system for debugging. 
S;ih a system has been proposed for PASCAL 

In fault tolerant arithmetic, the number 
system is extended to include a value of 
“undefined.” For example, if we let “un- 
defined” be represented by # 

(1 2 3 5 0 I 2) + 2 3 4 yields # 5 5.5 

The advantage, of course, is that we can 
minimize the propagation of the “damage” 
that errors cause. 

;;;O;;ITHMETIC OF STATISTICAL DISTRIB- 

Of particular interest is arithmeticI:n 
distributions of random variables. 
this arithmetic probability distributig;s 
;;;;p:;e place of ordinary numbers. 

if we let NORMAL (M,S) stand for 
a normai distribution with mean M and 
standard deviation 5: 

{NORMAL(lr3)} + {NORMAL(1.5,41} 

yields 

{NORMALt2.5,51> 

In other words, when we add a sample from 
the first distribution to an independent 
sample from the second distribution.the. 
;;yo;s characterized by the third distrib- 

volution of {NORMAL(1,31) 
{NDRMAL(2.5,51} 15 c;f:;d the con- 

{NORMAL(1.5,4)}. 

To fully extend ordinary arithmetic to the 
domain of distributions, we replace the 
ordinary arithmetic functions plus, minus, 
times and divide by derived functions that 
take distributions as arguments and return 
distributions. We have seen that for dis- 
tributions convolution is the natural 
replacement function for +. In a similar 
way we can define -, x and + 
“convolutions” to represent the distrib- 
ution of the difference, product or 
quotient of independent samples from two 
distributions. For example, suppose that 
PRICE is a random variable denoting the 
future price of a product. VOLUME is an 
independent random variable denoting 
future sales volume, and REVENUE is a ran- 
dom variable given by PRfCE*VOLUME. The 
distribution of REVENUE can be called the 
“times convolution” of the distributions 
of PRICE with VOLUME. 

Such problems in statistical modeling 
require Monte Carlo techniques (LJSUJ~~Y 
implemented in a simulation language) or 
esoteric analytical techniques requiring 
skills foreign to the problem area. Monte 
Carlo techniques (frequently computa- 
tionally expensive1 yield numerical 
results which can be combined to produce 
numerical distributions. Pure analytic 
techniques can yield closed form algebraic 
solutions, but are frequently very diffi- 
cult to abtain. The technique proposed 
here lies between these two extremes and 
may be applied to many problems considered 
to be too complex for analytical 
approaches. Unlike Monte Carlo it yields 
a representation of a distribution. It is 
not iterative. The compact representation 
of distributions makes it computationalIy 
efficient. 

technique include investments, 
reliability, yield forecasting, and queue- 
ing systems. 

To implement arithmetic on distributions 
we have written an APL2 operator CON. 
This monadic operator takes an APL2 scalar 
function such a5 +,--.x,S or a defined 
functions as its operand. It takes rep- 
resentations of distributions as 
arguments. CON maps its operand into a 
function that yields a distribution in the 
same representation. The CON operator may 
be usefully applied to many of the arith- 
metic primitive functions of APL such 
=,>,<,htV. 

A Toy Example: Computina A Manufacturer’s 
Profit5 

Let DEMAND be a vector of customer demands 
by product. Let SALEPRICE be a vector of 
sales prices by product. Let BOM be a 
bill of material matrix where BOMCI;Jl 
gives the requirement for input J to pro- 
duce a unit of product I. Let PURCHPRICE 
be a vector of the unit prices by input. 
Then profit is: 

DEMAND +.x SALESPRICE - BOM +.x PURCHPRICE 

(See Figure Il. All this is simple APL1 
but suppose all four of the variables 
above have scalar components that are ran- 
dom variables instead of constants and 
that we wish to know the distribution of 
profit. If we replaced components of the 
arrays by representations of distributions 
(see Figure 21 and reolaced the expression 
above with 

DEMAND (+ CON).(x CON) SALESPRICE (- CON) 
BON (+ CON).tx CON) PURCHPRICE 

where + CON, - CON and x CON are der i ved 
functions that operate on the domain of 
distributions, then we could compute the 
distribution of profits. 
4. 

See Figures 3 and 

Example: The Transient Behavior of a Queue 

A second example is from queuing. Queuing 
systems arise in the studv of transoorta- 
tion, manufacturing, and computer and com- 
munication facilities. Queuing systems 
are usually studied using either analyt- 
ical models or simulation. Analytic sol- 
utions usually apply only to steady state 
behavior and assume one of a restricted 
set of possible arrival and service time 
distributions. 

Transient behavior is usually much less 
amenable to analytic techniques. We will 
study the transient behavior of a single 
server, first come, first served queue. 
How long does the first, second,..., J’th 
customer wait for service? Let ARRIVAL 
and SERVICE be distributions of interar- 
rival and service times at a facility. We 
wish to calculate WAITCJlt the wait time 
distribution seen by the J’th arrival. 
After initializing WAIT[Ol, the wait time 
distribution WAITCJJ for the J’th trans- 
action may be calculated by: 

WAITCJl+OrCON ARRIVAL-CON SERVICE+CON WAITCJ-11 

The computa:i;;Nrequires three “convo- 
lutions:” 
Figures 5 and 6.’ 

- CON and r CON . See 

SERVICE + CON WAITCJ-11 is the distrib- 
ution of the sum of the J-I’th wait and 
the J-l’th service time. 

Applications of this statistical modeling ARRIVAL - CON SERVICE + CON WAITCJ-11 is 
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the distribution of the interval between 
comoletion of J-l’th customer’s service 
and.arri;al of-the J’th customer. Since 
the J’th transaction may arrive after the 
completion of the J-l’th transaction’s 
service, numbers from this distribution 
may be negative: Finally, r CON elimi- 
nates negative Intervals since “negative 
wait time” does not offset positive waits. 

sALESPRICE= 
G-=-l 

SALESPRI 

DEMAND= 

DEMAND= 
[iol 

PURCHPRICE= -f 
To.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

PROFITtDEMAND+.xSALESPRICE-BOM+.XPURCHPRICE 

159 

Figure 1. 

C 

APL1 deterministic manufacturing model. Profit as a function 
of sales prices, raw material purchase prices. 

PURCHPRICE: 

piDZZl[~l 

BOM= r. 

Figure 2. APL2 stochastic manufacturing modeling inputs. 
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PROFIT+DEMAND(+CON).(xCON)SALESPRICE-CON BON~+CON).~xCONlPURCHPRICE 
PROFIT= 

Figure 3. APL2 stochastic manufacturing model results. 

DISTRIEUTION OF PROFIT 

-200 0 200 

PROFIT 

Figure 4. Stochastic manufacturing model 
results displayed as a plot of the cumula- 
tive distribution. 

A warning: it is important to examine the 
properties of the extended numbers and 
functions. In particular: 

A - CON A is not zero and 

A x CON (B + CON C) is not equal to 
(A x CON I31 - CON (A x CON C) 

Discrete distributions under the oper- 
ations + CON and x CON each form a monoid 
since they have closure, identity, and 
associativity, but no inverse and no dis- 
tributive laws. 

DESIGN ISSUES 

Distributions can be represented in many 
ways : by samples, 
moments, 

frequency tables, 
and by algebraic expressions for 

the density function, the cumulative dir;- 
tribution function or the characteristic 
function. Steven Goldstein used sample 
sets to represent distributions in an 
approach implemented in APL1 C31. An ide- 
al representation is compact and easy to 
convert to its ultimate use. It should be 
closed under the relevant operations, 
i.e., the result of a calculation should 
have the same form as the arguments. 

and the second row represents the corre- 
sponding probabiljty of each value.. Such 
‘,~p:;; can approximate continuous dlstrrb- 

. By Increasing the number of 
elements in the frequency table we can 
come arbitrarily close to any 
distribution. See Figures 5 and 6. The 
CON operator transforms any scalar func- 
;g;y,o,n numbers to a.function on frequency 

The result IS a frequency table. 
Closuri is thus guaranteed. 

CASE I, Waiting 

ARRIVAL J-I 
,--------------------------,-----5;a;;c~i~~ii------, 

W*ITcJ-Il 

*RRI”*L J ,‘-----------------------------,----~~i~~~~->~------, 
INTERARRIVAL TlllE,J-I,J, - 

C*5E 2, NO waiting 
ARRIVIL J-I 

,‘-------------‘--,--~~~~i~~i~~ii-,-----~~i~i~i~~------, 
UAIT(J-I1 

,--------------------------------------------------~~~!~AL J 
INTERARRIVAL TI”E(J-I,J, 

UAITCJICO r CON ARRIVAL - CON SERVICE + CON UAITCJ-I] 

Figure 5. Queuing example with an illus- 
tration of the two cases. 

DISTRBUTION OF WAIT TIME 

INCREASING WAIT TIMES 

FOR miwks 2, 4. a. 16, 32 

w-s_ -----._ 

0 20 40 60 
WAIT TIME T 

For this prototype! we have chosen to rep- 
resent a distribution by a frequency 
table. We use a 2 by N array where the 

Figure 6, Queuing example, cumulative 

first row represents an ordered value set 
probability distribution of the J’th job’s 
waiting time. 
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The frequency table representation of dis- 
tributions has the disadvantage that with 
each application of the derived function 
the value sets, i.e., the number of table 
entries in the result can grow 
explosively. We prevent explosive growth 
by checking for a resulting table size 
larger than a globally defined limit 
called SIZE. If the number of table 
entries exceeds SIZE then table entries 
are merged until the table has no more 
than SlZE entries. This compact table 
then acts as an approximation of the full 
discrete distribution. Prony’s method, 
suggested to us by Dr. Leo Hellerman of 
IBM Kingston, motivates our compaction 
technique C4]. Prony’s method represents 
a distribution D with known moments by a 
discrete distribution D(K) with K 
value-probability pairs such that the 
first ZK-1 moments of D(K) are identical 
to those of D. To construct D(K) one 
first constructs a certain K by K matrix 
from the 2K-1 moments. One then solves an 
equation relating this matrix to the the K 
element vector 

l,(-KItMOMENTS 

The solution is a K element vector de;;“- 
ing a polynomial whose K real roots, 
kl7;; exist, are the desired value set for 

. Complex roots imply that D(K) does 
not exist. The last step is to find the K 
corresponding probabilities by solving an 
equation relating the value set to the K 
required moments. We general i zed 
Hellerman’s APL1 implementation of Prony’s 
method [Sl. We take advantage of APL2 
features such as B and the polynomal root 
function POtYZ in 1 MAT. (See the PRONY 
function in Appendix A.) Tables of size 
11 or less are usually practical. Larger 
tables often generate unacceptable numer- 
ical error. 

In our prototype for distributional arith- 
metic we at first used enclose to signal 
that a scalar is to be interpreted as a 
distribution. Unfortunately, this PI;:; 
eluded any other use of enclosure. 
distributions specifically identify them- 
selves as such. For example a 
distribution D may be formed by: 

D f Cc’DIST’) (~2 2 p 1 2 .75 .25) 

At this time, our prototype assumes inde- 
pendent variates, i.e., every reference to 
a variate is treated as a separate inde- 
pendent sample. For example, 

0 xCON 1 1 currently yields II D 

Thus D D is a two-component vector whose 
components are independent variates. In 
principal, multivariate distributions may 
be treated similarly to univariate ones. 
Another level of enclose could be used to 
allow the values of univariate frequency 
tables to be replaced by enclosed vectors. 
For example, 

D xCON 1 1 

would lead to a result equivalent to: 

c(c’DIST’) (2 2 p (cl 1) (~2 2) .75 .25) 

This is a bivariate distribution whose 
terms have a correlation of one. If D 
represented the demand distribution for a 
product and D xCON 1 1 represented the 
derived demand for a pair of raw materials 
used in the product the components of 
derived demand are clearly correlated and 
the interpretation of the multivariate 
implementation would be the correct one. 

APL2 SUPPORT OF EXTENDED ARITHMETICS 

The efficiency of the CON operator could 

be greatly improved by handling certain 
primitive scalar functions as special cas- 

. The+ - r and L convolutions have 
I’ll-knoun’alborithms that are more effi- 
cient than the general algorithm 
implemented in CON. In dimensional arith- 
metic, the conformability requirements and 
the action to be taken are differ;;Le;;;n 
+ or x is the operand function. 
to make use of these distinct algorithms’ 
the code in the operator must be ;;“fl;,zo 
recognize the operand function. 
operand is a defined function, then OCR 
applied to the operand returns the defi- 
nition of the function as a character 
matrix. On the other hand, if the operand 
is a primitive function OCR merely returns 
an empty matrix as a result. We propose 
that OCR of a primitive function result in 
a one by one character matrix containing 
the symbol for the function. This would 
permit branches to optimun code, e.g. 

+(‘+I=1 +,UCR ‘F’)/PLUS 

CONCLUSIONS 

There are many applications for extended 
arithmetics. Statistical modeling can be 
approached as an extended arithmetic of 
distributions. BY developing a distribu- 
tional arithmetic prototype we learned 
that APL2 has facilities that make it is 
easy to implement extended arithmetics: 
but APL2 could, 
do even better. 

with slight modification, 

Some of the design issues for distribu- 
tional arithmetic that we address include 
the represention of distributions and the 
approximation of bulky discrete distrib- 
utions by compact ones. Major issues we 
hope to address in a later paper are cor- 
related variates and multivariate 
distributions. 
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APPENDIX A 

The CON operator and supporting code: 

CO1 

E :3 

Z+A(F CON~BiCiP;AA;BB;lJIO;IDA;IDB 
AAPPLY GENERALIZED CONVOLUTION OPERATOR 
nT0 FUNCTION F AT ARGS A AND B 

c31 
C41 FI’:~;;(DISPLAY A)(DISPLAY 8) 
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A SIMPLE SCALAR OR ARRAY 
L:*((l>= AlAl>= 

+REDDEmH A 
-B)/‘+O,pZ+A F 

+REDDEPTH B 
ENCLOSED ARRAYIMIGHT BE DISTR 
A+ISDIST A 
B+ISDIST B 
IDAnIDB)/’ '+O Z+DIST t2PPA)F C 
ST CHANGE 
ISDISTeAI/ 

;gF;TH0; ARGS . 
ISDISTcBl/ ‘+L BCcB’ 
RRAY, APPL Y CON RECURSIVELY T 
(O<ppA)vO< .ppBl/‘~O,p2~(c”A)(F 

~~N”k% !! 
!GT;SD;:pPLE SCALAR, 

BtIznT+T R 
dy^sI I 

LDB A-HASDIST A)/‘-*L A+DXST 2 
B+DIST 2 

: 
p(cB),l 

86-03-13 1 .42.29 (GMT-51 

B' 

'IBUTION 

‘ON0 23=~B 

Ip(cA),l’ 

Z+A(F CONOIB 
;Z,;;;;]Y F BClil 

o.xBC2;l 
ZCi,[.&- ~~zc~~c~c~=Ipc~/c~~.=c)+.xP 

c51 
;:#ffZ’;xf;‘;Z+“‘“’ COMPACT 2’ 

v 1984-10-31 15.40.22 (GMT-51 

Z+ISDIST X 
2+0 

E’33 
-+(3>= -X)/O 
+(O~ppX)/O 
y;P ;yJ 

6 I~(-"DIST"=~l~~X,/O' 
Z+l 

V 1984-11-01 11.07.02 (GMT-51 

Z+HASDIST X 
I) DOES X CONTAIN A DISTRIBUTION 

c21 z+o 

E z3 
-+( 3>= 
-b((3=G-- 

E23 

_~~:~~ISDIST XI/YES 
R~(O<~~XJ/‘Z+V/HASDIST~.~~.X‘ 

c71 
m(O=ppX)/‘Z+V/HASDIST.‘X’ 

CBI YG : zc1 
V 1986-03-13 14.21.29 (GMT-51 

EY3 Z+REDDEPTH X 
2+X 

c21 

EZ3 
‘i;:;rpp;;\; 

RSCALAR AND DEPTH>3 

F3 
s(o=ppPz)/‘z+~z’ 

-~- -kL 
V 1984-11-01 11.40.59 (GMT-51 

CD1 Z+SIZE COMPACT D:MAXV 

E:3 
D[l;lt5Cl;ltMAXVc~/lDC1;7 
Z+SIZE PRONYC-1+2xSIZE+SIZELll~GMOM D 

c31 2[1;l+ZCl;lxMAXV 
v 1984-03-14 17.37.36 (GMT-51 

;V;P;COEF;TEMM 
DISCRETE DZSTRI 
F ENTRIES(COLS) 
K+l MOMENTS OF 

WHOSE : 
AND WHOSE 

ILITIES 
ROBERG, 
, 

~zk0~2!~-f~NTH OF 
K)@(KpO)o.cTEMMel 
F+lr+t-KtTEMMlfJSK 

RORC A IMAGINARY 

,4M,&Vo .*O, IK-1 

ERRORC: 1 
‘NEW K: 

COM;~~~lROOTS’ 

E;iOR:K+K-1 
OEM 
‘NEW K: ‘,K 

-bL 

EY3 Ze-N GMOM X 
Z+X[2;1+.xXC1;1c.*tN 

V 1984-03-13 12.44.57 (GMT-51 

TIDN 
N Z 

M’ 
,(-1+2xK)fM 
EWM’ 

TOO BIG 

1586-03-13 14.44.33 (GMT-51 
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APPENDIX B 

Leo H. Groner 

srzE+ss 9 

MoN m-P p DIST 0.2 +lCYN 6.04 :::a ::;a 16 
0.04 010s i.08 90::s 0.04 2 

28 16.2 0.04 20.1 0.08 21 0.08 28 0.08 28.1 40 

1 14.8;71;i;71 
0.04 

20.292 22.193 23.81 k”; 12 26.44 1 

SLzE+3 

MOM r]cP + CON P 
DIST 3.6619 18.268 35.701 

0.36773 0.51853 
1 14.8;71;j;71 20.292 22.19?::% 25.179 26.325 

. 

Some simple examples of the CON operator: 

;+ DIST 2 5p.l 1 a 8.1 20 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 

DIST 0.1 1 i.2 8 1 20 
0.2 0.2 0:2 0.2 

Compare the effects of setting SIZE to 999 
and to 3. Note that the results are iden- 
tical up to the first five moments. 

P - CON P 
DIST -16.388 2.9637E-16 16.388 

0.18905 6.2190E-1 0.18905 

P x CON P 
DIST 7.763 138.02 396.21 

0.71891 0.23857 0.042517 

P f CON P 
DIST 1.9945 74.702 199.38 

0.86616 0.093048 0.040794 

P r CON P 
DIST 0.71472 8.039 19.998 

0.15763 0.4822 0.36018 

1 + CON P 
DIST 1.4757 8.9811 20.992 

0.39297 0.40651 0.20051 

1 + CON 2 
3 

+ CON/4pP 
DIST 11.452 33.293 59.065 

0.29485 0.59236 0.11279 

r CON/4pP 
DIST Ct. 92329 8.0635 19.999 

0.025169 0.38431 0.59052 

iJ+p44-4p P 

DIST 0.1 1 i.2 8 1 20 DIST 0.1 1 Kr 0.2 0.2 0:2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

i:: 2o 0.2 DIST 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 tj.2 a a:2 1 20 a.2 DIS 

T 0.1 1 K2 a.1 20 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

P4+ CON P4 
DIST 3.6619 18.268 35.701 DIST 3.661 

0.36773 0.51853 0.11374 0.367 
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9 18.268 35.701 DIST 3.6619 73 0.51853 0.11374 0.36773 1tEi . 

35.701 DIST 3.6619 18.268 35.701 
53 0.11374 0.36773 0.51853 0.113 

74 

P4 + CON P 
DIST 3.6619 18.268 35.701 DIST 3.661 

0.36773 0.51853 0.11374 0.367 

?3 18.268 0.51853 35.701 0.11374 DIST 3.6619 0.36773 Y?E: . 

35.701 DIST 3.6619 18.268 35.701 
53 0.11374 0.36773 0.51853 0.113 

74 

P4 + CON 0 

DIST 0.47567 7.9811 19.992 0.39297 0.40651 0.20051 DIST X: %8 

7 7.9811 19.992 DIST 0.47567 7.9811 
7 0.40651 0.20051 0.39297 0.40651 

19.992 DIST 0.47567 7.9811 19.992 
0.20051 0.39297 0.40651 0.20051 

1 2 +COqN 1 (DIST (2 1~2 1)) 2 DIST 

1 

Some examples of the interaction of the- 
CON operator with other operators: 

+ CON/P4 xCON P4 

DIST 74.757 358.83 796.34 
0.5454 0.41456 0.04004 

P4 C+ CON).(x CON) P4 

DIST 74.757 358.83 796.34 
0.5454 0.41456 0.04004 
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